PRODUCT FEATURE
The Innovative C303W-RF
The C303W-RF’s three cardioid patterns, pointing downwards and out, can cover a 16 feet diameter
circular area adequately in a room. Noted for having one of the best front to back rejection, a
staggering 20dB difference, it will attenuates any noise coming from the ceiling exceptionally well.
The three separate balanced mic level signals are carried over a network cable, streamlining and
simplifying cabling.
Performance wise, the C303 delivers a clearer, more intelligible reproduction of conversation than
any other ceiling solution. It’s 12-foot cable can easily be adjusted to accommodate any boardroom
ceiling height. In extreme applications, Clockaudio can customize the drop length of the C303 to
your specifications. The microphone is offered in black and in white to accommodate most design
aesthetics or spaces.
Integrators often provide us with new ideas and opportunities for our products. With regard to the
C303, the industry suggested we might offer it as a retractable model. With this idea, our design and
tech teams went to work the C303 in the CCRM4000. Within a year, our engineers launched the
CCRM4000-C303 ceiling retractable tri-element microphone.
As a retractable, the C303 is the ultimate solution for end-users or designers who want clean sight
lines and don’t want to see microphones on the table or hanging from the ceiling. Also, because it
retracts, it lets you bring it down a little lower than a regular hanging mic thus enabling the
microphones to be closer to participants and improving speech intelligibility.
The latest innovation for this popular product has been the integration with Dante protocol. As more
and more integrators called for the ability to include Dante into their projects, we designed a C303
Dante version with RGB color ring on the ceiling rose (grommet). Launched early in 2018, this
product has been received well within the industry.
For more on the C303 - http://clockaudio.com/products/suspended/c303w-rf
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